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Consultation response

Your response to this consultation will help shape our final proposals for conducting
cyclical and ad hoc reviews of approved regulators.
The consultation will run for eight weeks from Tuesday 16 February 2016 to
Monday 11 April 2016. You can respond by completing this form and emailing it to
consultation@pressrecognitionpanel.org.uk or posting it to Susie Uppal, Chief
Executive, Press Recognition Panel, Mappin House, 4 Winsley Street, London W1W 8HF.
You can also respond over the phone by calling 020 3443 7070.
If you would like to make your submission to us in person, you can arrange a face-to-face
meeting by calling 020 3443 7070.

About you
Surname

Carne

Forename(s)

Simon

Name of the organisation (if applicable)
Your email address

Simon Carne - Business Consulting

simoncarne@simoncarne.com

Confidentiality
Where appropriate, the PRP wishes to publish a list of respondents and their responses.
Please indicate below if you do not wish your name and/or response to be published.
Please do not publish my name
Please do not publish my response
Please do not publish part of my response
Please specify
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More about you
The information you provide will assist us in understanding the range of
responses we receive.

How are you responding?
As an individual (please indicate)

For an organisation (please indicate)

Academic

Academic institution

Member of the public

Third sector or campaigning organisation

Journalist or media employee

Government

Politician

Member organisation/representative body

Student

National newspaper/magazine

Other – please specify

Local/regional newspaper/magazine

Commentator on regulatory matters

Digital only publication
Publisher/media owner
Regulator
Trade union
Other – please specify

If you are responding as an individual it would assist us in complying with our obligations
under the Public Sector Equality Duty if you could complete the separate diversity
monitoring form. The completed form will be held confidentially, and will be separated
from your consultation response. The data will be used for statistical purposes only.
This is included as a separate form on our website.
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Questions
Question 1
To what extent, if any, should the PRP actively monitor the sector?

I consider that it would be wrong, in principle, for the PRP to engage in active
monitoring, unless the Panel considered that active monitoring was an essential
prerequisite to the effective conduct of its cyclical and/or ad hoc reviews.
If, contrary to my expectation, the PRP were to arrive at the view that active monitoring
was essential to the conduct of the prescribed reviews, I consider that the Panel would
need to set out a positive case for arriving at such a conclusion.

Question
2
The Royal Charter
specifies cyclical reviews and ad hoc reviews, but does not specify
active
Thatmethods
does notfor
rulegathering
out the notion
of active monitoring, but it
Do
you monitoring.
agree with our
information?

demonstrates that the creators of the Charter gave consideration to the mechanism by
Yes
No
which approved regulators should be reassessed and did not consider that active
Please
statewas
yourareasons
monitoring
necessary pre-requisite for the approval regime. Moreover, the Charter
came into existence after the passing of the Crime and Courts Act 2013, so the legal
significance of a regulator being “approved” was already known.
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Question 3
Do you agree with our approach to assessing and categorising information?
Yes

No

Please state your reasons

I have concerns about the third, fourth, fifth and seventh of the eight bullet points in
paragraph 53 (listed below).
I recognise these bullet points as typical of the criteria adopted by regulators when
assessing a complaint, but in my experience these criteria go to the question of sanction
or punishment, in the event that a complaint is upheld. In the context for which the PRP
proposes using the criteria, I question their relevance.

Question
4 bullet point as an example: if a breach is serious enough, or potentially
Taking the third
serious
enough,
callproposed
into question
the points
status of
suitability of certain
a regulator
to remain
Do
you agree
withtoour
trigger
foraundertaking
actions,
approved,
breach
doesn’t become less significant on account of the regulator
including
adthe
hoc
reviews?

committing the breach accidentally or unknowingly. The purpose of removing approval is
Yes
No
not to punish the regulator; it is to remove the protections granted to a relevant publisher
Please
your reasons
which state
is a member
of an approved regulator.
If the PRP accepts my reasoning on this point, I submit that a similar reasoning should
lead to the removal or replacement of the other three bullet points listed below.
-----3 extent to which the alleged breach was caused deliberately or recklessly;
4 extent to which the alleged breach would have been apparent to a regulator acting
diligently;
5 circumstances from which the alleged breach arose were, or should have been, within
Question
5 the regulator;
the control of
7 extent
to which
management
was aware
or should
have been aware of the
Do
you agree
with senior
our approach
to conducting
cyclical
reviews?
alleged
Yes breach.
No
Please state your reasons
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Question 6
Do you agree that it is helpful for regulators to self-assess and for us to publish this
self-assessment as part of a call for information?
Yes

No

Please state your reasons

Question 7
Do you agree we should publish the fact that an ad hoc review is taking place?
Yes

No

Please state your reasons
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Question 8
Do you agree with our approach to conducting ad hoc reviews?
Yes

No

Please state your reasons

Question 9
Do you agree with our proposal to make informal recommendations following a review?
Yes

No

Please state your reasons

The concept of an informal and unpublished recommendation to a regulator has much to
commend it. But given the PRP’s practice of making all communications public, it seems
most odd to make an exception in these circumstances. Reluctantly, therefore, I
disagree.
My answer would, however, change if the PRP were to decide that communications
were no longer to be regarded as public.

Question 10
Do you think our proposals will have any negative impacts, including disadvantaging
any specific groups of people?
Yes

No

Please state your reasons
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